165 KR2
2-way K2 Power kit

• K2 composite sandwich cone
• Zamak chassis
• Strong, rigid and non-magnetic chassis
• Butyl surround
• Excellent reliability

Impact and details

• Engraved serial number
• Certificate of authenticity
• Aluminum phase plug
• Better directivity of the mid-range
• Heavy ferrite
• Magnetic flux increase

Technical characteristics:

- 165mm (6.5") Woofer
- 32mm (1.26") Voice coil
- 90mm (3.54") Magnet
- TNK tweeter
- Kevlar inverted dome
- Separate crossover: 12/12/18dB/oct (4kHz)
- Adjustable tweeter level: [0, -3, -6dB]
- Max. power: 160W
- Nom. power: 80W
- Sensitivity [2,8V/1m]: 93dB
- Frequency response: 70Hz – 20kHz
- Accessories: grilles supplied

It makes the difference:

- Treble smoothness
- Dynamic and neutrality
- Precision of sound stage
- Tweeter sound level adjustment
- Excellent linearity of the two speakers
- High sensitivity
- 2 Ohms impedance
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